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Abstract:   The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) has been broadly used in the fields of decision-making, operations research, and 

management. Further extension of the AHP is additionally proposed to deal with the fuzzy environments or crew decision-making 

trouble via the use of fuzzy or interval numbers. In the AHP, the Consistency Index (CI) or others, e.g., consistency ratio (CR)of the 

AHP is considered as an index to choose the rationality and consistency of the weights of criteria.  However, these indices appear to 

be disregarded in the Fuzzy / Interval AHP in the previous papers. That is, the end result that we really use the traditional 

fuzzy/interval AHP may be inconsistent. In this paper, we advocate a steady fuzzy AHP which debates the notion of CI and makes 

certain the regular end result of the weights in each of the Fuzzy / Interval environments and team decision-making 

 

Index Terms - Analytic Hierarchy process (AHP); Decision-making; consistency index; fuzzy / interval environments; group 

decision making.  

I.INTRODUCTION 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), considering its invention, has been a device in the arms of decision 

makers and researchers; and it is one of the most widely used a couple of standards decision-making tools.  

Many excellent works have been posted primarily based on AHP: they encompass applications of AHP in one 

of a kind fields such as planning, deciding on a great alternative, useful resource allocations etc.,  

The AHP [1,2] is a famous technique to locate weights of standards in each person and team decision-

making. It is clear that, due to the troubles of incomplete data and subjective uncertainty, even professionals 

find it hard to quantify unique ratios of weights between criteria. Although the thinking of fuzzy units or 

interval numbers has been included into the AHP to reflect on consideration on the trouble of uncertainty 

[3,4,5], few papers talk about the problem of inconsistency in the fuzzy AHP (FAHP) however see [6,7], even 

though it has been substantially studied in the traditional AHP.  

The current article appears in the lookup papers with a view to apprehend the unfolding of the AHP functions 

in exceptional fields. The papers considered for discussions describe the extensively used AHP as a 

developed tool. An strive is made to provide an explanation for a few contemporary purposes in a nutshell. 

Care has been taken to perceive the state-of-the-art references and give an explanation for the findings in 

every category, and additionally to talk about the paper that have been published in worldwide journals of 

excessive repute. The coverage, however, is no longer exhaustive, and tries to portray solely the glimpses of 

AHP purposes In addition, when making use of the FAHP into the team choice making, the troubles of 

deriving the compromise team weights and keeping the character weights are additionally studied here. 

To emphasize that fuzzy weights are very essential in supporting decision-makers to apprehend the 

uncertainty levels of problems, particularly in areas that contain dynamic selection making or danger 

evaluation, such as the administration of future investments, monetary portfolio selection, and capital 

budgeting. However, the inconsistent end result of fuzzy weights can preclude the purposes of the AHP in 

fuzzy environments and team decision-making. Note that the inconsistent end result of weights in the AHP 

effects from the inconsistent assessment of weight rations. In FAHP, the difficulty is extra tricky on account 

that some fuzzy intervals may additionally end in the inconsistent end result of weights however some do not. 

In this paper, it reflects on consideration of the restrained fuzzy operations to derive the steady fuzzy weights 
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in each character and team FAHP. Note that on account that interval numbers can be regarded as a distinct 

case of fuzzy numbers, the sole center of attention on FAHP in this paper. 

 

The methods of the proposed approach can be described as follows: 

● First, it includes the thought of the consistency index (CI) into our programming to discover the minimal   

reduction , such that the most CI is much less than the tolerant fee (usually set 0.1 in the traditional 

AHP). 

● Then, add the above statistics of the   reduce to the subsequent step of the mathematical programming to 

derive the fuzzy weights of the criteria. The deriving end result ensures the rationality and consistency 

of fuzzy weights in the FAHP. Furthermore,  prolong the above thinking to deal with the crew selection 

making situation, i.e., deriving team fuzzy weights. 

● Finally, it uses a numerical instance to display the proposed technique and evaluate it with the traditional 

FANP. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1 : Cyber Forensics risk Management  

It is strongly believed that this work will provide a quick perception for the future work involved with AHP, and 
assist the working towards engineers get a view of one of a kind sides of AHP.  

The rest of this paper is geared up as follows. In this, overviews the traditional AHP and the consistency index. 

The proposed FAHP which is used in both character and team decision-making is introduced. A numerical 

instance shows the proposed method. A dialogue of the assessment effects and conclusions.  
 

II.NETWORK INFORMATION SYSTEM SECURITY RISK GENERATING MECHANISM: 
 

 

Network Information system security risk generating mechanism is the premise of the research of 

information systems security risk assessment. In general, the risk is the uncertainty of the result of actions or 

incidents. As a result, whether positive opportunities or negative threats, we assess the risk only through the 

possibility of these uncertainties occurring, as well as the impact of actually happening. Information system 

security risk is the potential security risk of information systems, or the possible incident that led to the loss of 

assets of information and information systems. hazard receptor and hazard end result .  

 

Risk foundation is the beginning of the threat, recognized as a risk source. According to their nature, they can 

be divided into environmental threats and man-made threats. Risk way is the capability via which hazard supply 

implements threat, referred to as the risk of act. Different danger sources have exclusive chance acts, and in a 

unique environment, the risk acts have one of a kind potential to attack.  

For example, the threat of earthquakes in the earthquake-prone areas is significantly high; the danger of floods 

in the desolate tract areas is obviously very low. Risk potential is the susceptible hyperlinks which would be 

used via chance supply to enforce threat, known as the vulnerability or loophole. 
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The provider and the surroundings of assets have flaws or vulnerable hyperlinks that may want to be used with 

the aid of risk sources. Vulnerability or loopholes may also exist in the management measures and jogging 

links, and technology. Risk receptor is the risk to endure side, that is, assets. Asset is valuable, and it will lead to 

hazard as lengthy as there is value. As a result, assets are the root of danger which exists in a range of forms. 

Risk outcome is the loss of the implementation of hazard of the chance source, known as influence. In general, 

the effect of asset impairment is immediately proportional to the fee of the assets. The relationship between 

them can be expressed as, one or more risk origins of the danger do injury to one or extra hazard receptors, the 

usage of one or greater risk ways, through one or extra hazard means, resulting in poor hazard consequences. 

Figure II depicts the facts gadget protection dangers producing mechanism. It can be expressed as, risk supply 

uses the vulnerability to enforce hazard to the assets, resulting in negative impact. Dotted line on the map 

capacity that the danger or influence is potential, it should take the vicinity with possible way. 

III.THEORETICAL RISK FACTORS: 
 

 

Network device protection chance evaluation is the contrast procedure on statistics safety attributes such as 

confidentiality, integrity and availability, what is prompted in records structures and its processing, storage and 

transmission, on the groundwork of statistics safety technological know-how and administration standards. To 

elevate out threat assessments, one has to pick out a variety of the most integral interrelated elements primarily 

based on the extraordinary nature of the evaluation object itself, to advance the techniques and capability of 

hazard assessment. 

In the statistics structures protection hazard evaluation studies, the creator thinks that assets, threats, 

vulnerabilities, such as protection measures are at the same time referred to as threat factors. The members of 

the family between them can be summed up as follows:  Assets are valuable, and the organization's enterprise 

method relies upon assets. 
 

The greater the dependence, the larger the cost of the assets, and the large its influence on organizations, the 

increased the risk;  

●  Risk prompted through threat, the extra the threats of asset and the larger the risk; 

● The larger the vulnerability of assets, the larger the opportunity of protection occasions brought 

on through hazard the usage of the vulnerability of assets; 

● Threat do harm to property with the aid of the use of the vulnerability, and this lead to risk;  

Safety measures can in opposition to threats and limit the danger of the risk via the usage of the vulnerability; 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the implementation of protection measures, there will nevertheless be residual risk. Some residual dangers 

come from the safety measures that had been inappropriate or ineffective, so want to proceed to control [11]. 

Some residual chance is uncontrolled after taking the fee of safety and advantages into account and these 

dangers are acceptable. Residual danger has to be carefully monitored, due to the fact it may also motivate new 

security-induced occasions in the future. 
 

IV.NETWORK FORENSICS ANALYSIS MECHANISM: 

In this section, presents the components that support our approach in network forensics analysis. The 

architecture of our network forensics analysis mechanism 
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V.EVIDENCE PREPROCESSING: 

 

Primary evidence and secondary evidence are the two types of evidence used in network forensics 

investigations. Primary evidence is data that clearly demonstrates assaults or security protocol violations. 

Information that does not directly relate to an assault but could add to the investigation's knowledge base is 

referred to as secondary evidence. Secondary evidence comes from numerous sources and is significantly 

more plentiful [21]. 

 

Typically, primary evidence forms the basis of secondary evidence searches and serves as the starting point of 

a forensic inquiry. Searching the secondary evidence often has two goals: finding concealed suspicious events 

and assessing the reliability of the primary evidence. Our present prototype uses network IDS alarms as the 

main proof, with raw network flow logs and host logs serving as backup. 

 
 

VI.EVIDENCE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION AND SNORT AS THE NETWORK: 

 

IDS alerts are the key source of evidence in our prototype. To capture key intrusion alarm attributes, we 

define a condensed template derived from IDMEF [12]. Raw alert is used to describe the outcome. Raw alerts 

have the following formatting: AlertID, Classification, SrcIP, DesIP, DetectTime, and HyperID.[23] 

It is challenging to effectively examine the underlying threats due to the significant repetition in raw 

warnings.  

For instance, a single incident frequently produces a large number of duplicate notifications quickly. To 

combine unprocessed alerts into hyper alerts, we employ alert aggregation based on similarity of properties 

and context criteria. HyperID, Classification, SrcIP, DesIP, StartTime, EndTime, and Count are the 

components of a hyper alert's format.  

The practice of aggregating alerts tries to eliminate duplicates. 
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VII.EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS 

 

We evaluate the proposed method through several multi-stage attack scenarios. It uses Snort as an IDS 

network sensor to generate intrusion alerts and uses TcpDump to collect raw network traffic from the test 

bench. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collected evidence is stored in a MySQL database. Implemented a set of Perl scripts to aggregate intrusion 

alerts, extract flow information, and automatically incorporate previous knowledge into the inference process. 

We are developing an application based on LEDA[27] to manage proof graphs and inference results.  

 

 

VIII.CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK : 

In this paper, we have developed a network forensic analysis mechanism. We have proposed the proof graph 

as a new graph model for the presentation and manipulation of intrusion evidence. Based on the evidence 

graph, we have proposed to add a hierarchical reasoning framework for automated evidence analysis. 

Through local reasoning with RBFCM, we learned the possible role of suspicious hosts in the local view. In 

global inference, we identify the set of highly correlated hosts in the attack cluster and refine the roles in the 

local inference results to match the scenario context. The combination of local and global argument results 

provides the analyst with a high-level picture of attacks represented by observable intrusion evidence. We 
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have developed a prototype tool and the first test results demonstrate the potential  of using our proposed 

methods. This work is just the starting point in our efforts towards forensic analysis of the network. In future 

work, we will refine current approaches to local and global reasoning. We will also explore methods for 

automating the process of hypothesizing missing evidence and validating hypotheses. In the next step, we will 

work with government and industry agencies to evaluate our techniques with more real-world tests. 
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